Befour products are made with pride in the USA!

Befour Professional Healthcare Scales

Featuring:
- EMR Ready Console
- Integrated Digital Height Rod Scales
- Optional Bluetooth module

Stand-on Scales
Handrail Scales
Wheelchair Scales
Neonatal & Pediatric Scales
Chair Scales
Measurement Stations

Befour products are made with pride in the USA!
For over 35 years, Befour has been a leader in the design and manufacture of digital scales. Befour’s line of Professional Healthcare Scales is specifically engineered with both the care provider and patient in mind. Every scale has an unsurpassed combination of powerful features, safety, and ease of use. Our full line of scales is available through Owens & Minor and their MediChoice® line of products.

**Why choose a Befour Healthcare Scale?**

* Extreme **ACCURACY** and **RELIABILITY**
* High weight **CAPACITY** to meet all your needs
* Safe alkaline **BATTERY POWER**
* Durable, all metal **CONSTRUCTION**
* Made in **USA**, manufactured with pride in our Wisconsin facility
* Superior 3 year **WARRANTY**

We are confident that the closer you look, the more you will agree that Befour Professional Healthcare Scales are **THE INTELLIGENT WEIGH**.

Most scales in the healthcare field today have difficulty achieving an accurate weight reading when the user cannot hold still for a period of time. Befour’s solution is **MotionLock Technology**, a unique proprietary software that facilitates a quick and accurate weight even for the most unsteady user. This technology is built into every one of our Professional Healthcare Scales.

Once on the platform, the weight of most patients will be displayed in 2 seconds. However, if the scale detects excessive movement, MotionLock automatically activates and computes an accurate weight — generally within 0.2 pounds of the “true stable weight”.

All of this is done automatically, without the intervention of the care provider or patient.
The brains of THE INTELLIGENT WEIGH is the CX7 display console. This console design is used on all Befour Professional Healthcare Scales, making it a breeze to go from one model to another. The console is loaded with advanced features that make measurement quick, accurate, and repeatable.

**Every Display Console Provides:**

- **Powerful and Intuitive Keypad:** Console has easy keypad operation, learn basic features in minutes.
- **Smart View Display:** Shows only the information you want: weight only or weight, height, and BMI on a single screen.
- **EMR/EHR Ready:** Connectivity via USB serial output or optional wireless plug-in module.
- **ECO Weigh Battery System:** 4 D-cell alkaline batteries (included) provide over 100,000 weighings per set of batteries.
- **Battery-Life Indicator:** 3-segment indicator provides plenty of notice when batteries are getting low.
- **Programmable User Settings:** Tailor console to your needs including auto-off time, “always-on” activation, and more.
- **LB/KG Lockout:** Quickly change setup to disable LB/KG button so scale will only weigh in selected unit of measure.
- **Push-Button Calibration:** Although rarely necessary, scale can be calibrated with any sure weight over 100 pounds.
- **Stored Tare:** Store the weight of a frequently used item such as a wheelchair.
- **Body Mass Index (BMI):** Console automatically calculates BMI. Height can be entered manually or via integrated digital height rod included with certain models.
- **Height:** Height can be displayed in one of three modes: inches, feet and inches, or in centimeters.

Befour’s exclusive ECO Weigh system that will provide 100,000+ weighings per set of batteries.
Tilt & Roll Handrail Scale with BMI

CX7 CONSOLE FEATURES:

- Displays weight, height, and BMI on a single screen
- EMR connectivity via serial output or optional wireless module
- ECO Weigh battery system provides 100,000 weighings per set of (4) D-cell alkaline batteries (included)
- 3-segment battery life indicator
- Large 1” LCD digits
- No AC outlet or recharging needed

To move to a new location, simply tilt the scale back on its large 3” wheels and roll away. The scale fits through all standard doorways.

Ergonomic, integrated handrails allow patient to grasp anywhere for support. Patient's weight is accurately calculated even when using the handrails.

FEATURES/SPECIFICATIONS

Wrap-around heavy-duty handrail: Added security for patients of all sizes. Unique handrail design does not interfere with foot positioning.

Fully assembled: Arrives ready to use, just put in the leveling feet and batteries.

“Tilt & Roll” Design: Always ready to move to another location.

MotionLock Technology: Accurate weight even with an unsteady user.

LB/KG Lockout: Quickly change setup to disable LB/KG button so scale will only weigh in selected unit of measure.

New CX7 console: Displays only the information you need - weight only or weight, height, and BMI.

Scale Height ………………… 42”
Platform Dimensions ……… 22” x 25” x 2”
System Weight ………… 46 lbs.
Weight Capacity …………. 1000 lbs. / 450 kg
Resolution ……………… 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
Accuracy ……………….. ± 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
Power Source …………. 4 D-cell alkaline batteries
Connectivity …………. USB Serial or optional wireless
Warranty ………….. ……… 3 Years

Manufactured by: Befour, Inc.
Scale Height .................. 42”
Platform Dimensions .......... 22” x 25” x 2”
System Weight .................. 48 lbs.
Weight Capacity ............... 1000 lbs. / 450 kg
Resolution .................... 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
Accuracy ....................... ± 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
Power Source ................. 4 D-cell alkaline batteries
Connectivity .................. USB Serial or optional wireless
Height Rod Range .......... 37-88” / (94 - 225 cm)
Height Rod Accuracy .......... ± 0.1 in. / (0.2 cm.)
Height Display Formats ...... In, Ft & In, cm
Warranty ....................... 3 Years

The SCAL81DH is the premier mobile measuring station on the market. With its integrated digital height rod, it quickly determines weight, height, and BMI. It features 1000 pound capacity and a standard ergonomic handrail that can be grasped during weighing. The “tilt & roll” design, large wheels, and battery operation makes moving the scale effortless. Operation is easy and intuitive, even for the first time user.

The scale features Befour’s proprietary MotionLock Technology which automatically calculates the weight of the most unsteady patients. It’s alkaline battery power provides years of use and allows the scale to be used anywhere.

FEATURES/SPECIFICATIONS

Wrap-around heavy-duty handrail: Added security for patients of all sizes. Unique handrail design does not interfere with foot positioning.
Digital Height Measurement: Simply press HEIGHT and raise the foldable headpiece. Height, in selectable units, displays automatically.
“Tilt & Roll” Design: Always ready to move to another location.
MotionLock Technology: Accurate weight even with an unsteady user.
LB/KG Lockout: Quickly change setup to disable LB/KG button so scale will only weigh in selected unit of measure.
New CX7 console: Displays only the information you need - weight only or weight, height, and BMI.
Portable Handrail Scale with BMI

Model SCAL38MC

Designed to maximize your health care investment, this scale provides the security of a wrap-around handrail with ease of tilt & roll mobility. Ideal for hospitals, doctor’s offices, and extended care facilities. Dual mode BMI calculator. Convenient battery power means the scale can be placed anywhere with no cord to trip over.

**FEATURES/SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Super-wide wrap-around handrail:** Provides maximum security with full 25” between handgrips.
- **Maximum mobility:** Heavy duty wheels and lightweight design make for easy transport.
- **Built to last:** Rugged all-metal construction.
- **MotionLock Technology:** Accurate weight even with an unsteady user.
- **LB/KG Lockout:** Quickly change setup to disable LB/KG button so scale will only weigh in selected unit of measure.
- **New CX7 console:** Displays only the information you need - weight only or weight, height, and BMI.
- **High capacity:** Now with 750 lb. capacity!

**CX7 CONSOLE FEATURES:**

- Displays weight, height, and BMI on a single screen
- EMR connectivity via serial output or optional wireless module
- ECO Weigh battery system provides 100,000 weighings per set of (4) D-cell alkaline batteries (included)
- 3-segment battery life indicator
- Large 1” LCD digits
- No AC outlet or recharging needed

Platform Dimensions .......... 16” x 18” x 1.75”
Span Between Handgrips .... 25”
Scale Height ................. 42”
System Weight .............. 31 lbs.
Weight Capacity ............ 750 lbs. / 340 kg
Resolution .................. 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
Accuracy ..................... ± 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
Power Source ............... 4 D-cell alkaline batteries
Connectivity .................. USB Serial or optional wireless
Warranty ....................... 3 Years

Easy transport: tilt and roll on heavy-duty 3” wheels.
Compact, lightweight, and portable, this measuring station is designed to maximize your health care investment, providing the security of a wrap-around handrail, an integrated digital height rod with ease of tilt & roll mobility. Ideal for hospitals, doctor’s offices, and extended care facilities. Convenient battery power means the scale can be placed anywhere with no cord to trip over.

**FEATURES/SPECIFICATIONS**

Super-wide wrap-around handrail: Provides maximum security with full 25” between handgrips.

Digital Height Measurement: Simply press HEIGHT and raise the foldable headpiece. Height, in selectable units, displays automatically.

Maximum mobility: Heavy duty wheels and lightweight design make for easy transport.

Built to last: Rugged all-metal construction.

MotionLock Technology: Accurate weight even with an unsteady user.

LB/KG Lockout: Quickly change setup to disable LB/KG button so scale will only weigh in selected unit of measure.

New CX7 console: Displays only the information you need - weight only or weight, height, and BMI.

High capacity: Now with 750 lb. capacity!
Model **MX305**

Column Scale with BMI

Attractive light weight, all-aluminum design features a rugged cast platform and anodized column and console housing for years of dependable operation. Easy viewing 42” display height and Body Mass Index (BMI) calculator.

**FEATURES/SPECIFICATIONS**

- **High capacity**: Now with huge 750 pound capacity.
- **Large Stable Platform**: Recessed non-skid mat and low step-up height.
- **Built to last**: Rugged, non-corroding all-aluminum design weighs only 17 lbs.
- **MotionLock Technology**: Accurate weight even with an unsteady user.
- **LB/KG Lockout**: Quickly change setup to disable LB/KG button so scale will only weigh in selected unit of measure.
- **New CX7 Console**: Displays only the information you need - weight only or weight, height, and BMI.

**CX7 CONSOLE FEATURES:**

- Displays weight, height, and BMI on a single screen
- EMR connectivity via serial output or optional wireless module
- ECO Weigh battery system provides 100,000 weighings per set of (4) D-cell alkaline batteries (included)
- 3-segment battery life indicator
- Large 1” LCD digits
- No AC outlet or recharging needed

**Specifications:**

- Scale Height: 42”
- Platform Dimensions: 16” x 18” x 1.75”
- System Weight: 17 lbs.
- Weight Capacity: 750 lbs. / 340 kg
- Resolution: 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
- Accuracy: ± 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg)
- Power Source: 4 D-cell alkaline batteries (included)
- Connectivity: USB serial output or optional wireless
- Warranty: 3 Years

*BEFOUR products are made with pride in the USA!*

Contact Owens & Minor:
1-804-723-7000
www.owens-minor.com
Model MX805
Measurement Station Column Scale

The MX805 measuring station offers an attractive light weight, all-aluminum design featuring a rugged cast platform and anodized column and console housing for years of dependable operation. Easy viewing 42” display height.

With its’ integrated digital height rod, this scale quickly determines weight, height, and BMI.

FEATURES/SPECIFICATIONS

High capacity: Now with huge 750 pound capacity.
Large Stable Platform: Recessed non-skid mat and low step-up height.
Digital Height Measurement: Simply press HEIGHT and raise the foldable headpiece. Height, in selectable units, displays automatically.
Built to last: Rugged, non-corroding all-aluminum design weighs only 17 lbs.
MotionLock Technology: Accurate weight even with an unsteady user.
Built to last: Rugged, non-corroding all-aluminum design weighs only 17 lbs.
LB/KG Lockout: Quickly change setup to disable LB/KG button so scale will only weigh in selected unit of measure.
New CX7 Console: Displays only the information you need - weight only or weight, height, and BMI.

Scale Height .................. 42”
Platform Dimensions ......... 16” x 18” x 1.75”
System Weight .............. 17 lbs.
Weight Capacity ............. 750 lbs. / 340 kg
Resolution ................... 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
Accuracy ...................... ± 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
Power Source ............... 4 D-cell alkaline batteries
Connectivity.................. USB serial or optional wireless
Height Rod Range..........38 - 88” / (97 - 225 cm)
Height Rod Accuracy ....... ± 0.1 in. / (0.2 cm.)
Height Display Formats .... In, Ft & In, cm
Warranty .................... 3 Years

Contact Owens & Minor:
1-804-723-7000
www.owens-minor.com

CX7 CONSOLE FEATURES:

- Displays weight, height, and BMI on a single screen
- EMR connectivity via USB serial output or optional wireless module
- ECO Weigh battery system provides 100,000 weighings per set of (4) D-cell alkaline batteries (included)
- 3-segment battery life indicator
- Large 1” LCD digits
- No AC outlet or recharging needed

BEFORE

MX805 shown with height rod in closed position.

Befour products are made with pride in the USA!
Model MX115
Portable Platform Scale with BMI

This is a truly versatile scale ideal where precise weight measurements are required. It’s quality and ease of use are perfect for visiting nurses, weight management clinics, and any situation where high capacity and lightweight are essential. Convenient alkaline battery power allows user to place scale anywhere – no outlet or re-charging needed!

FEATURES/SPECIFICATIONS

High capacity: Huge 550 pound capacity.
Maximum Portability: All-aluminum design weighs only 12 pounds!
Extreme Accuracy: ± 0.1 lbs.
Body Mass Index: BMI calculator
MotionLock Technology: Accurate weight even with an unsteady user.
LB/KG Lockout: Quickly change setup to disable LB/KG button so scale will only weigh in selected unit of measure.
New CX7 Console: Displays only the information you need - weight only or weight, height, and BMI.
Versatile Console: Mounting brackets (attached) allow positioning on wall or angled on tabletop.

CX7 CONSOLE FEATURES:

- Displays weight, height, and BMI on a single screen
- EMR connectivity via serial output or optional wireless module
- ECO Weigh battery system provides 100,000 weighings per set of (4) D-cell alkaline batteries (included)
- 3-segment battery life indicator
- Large 1” LCD digits
- No AC outlet or recharging needed

Platform Dimensions ........... 13” x 13” x 1.75”
System Weight ................. 12 lbs.
Weight Capacity ............... 550 lbs. / 250 kg
Resolution .................... 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
Accuracy ....................... ± 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
Console Mounting .......... Wall, table brackets (included)
Power Source .................. 4 D-cell alkaline batteries
Connectivity .................. USB Serial or optional wireless
Warranty ...................... 3 Years

Befour products are made with pride in the USA!
Model **MX160**

**Portable Platform Scale with BMI**

This is a truly versatile scale ideal where precise weight measurements are required. Its quality and ease of use are perfect for visiting nurses, weight management clinics, and any situation where high capacity and accuracy are essential. Convenient alkaline battery power allows user to place scale anywhere – no outlet or re-charging needed!

Large platform provides stable, low step up height with lightweight design and weight high capacity.

**FEATURES/SPECIFICATIONS**

**High capacity:** Huge 750 pound capacity.

**Built to last:** All-aluminum design weighs only 15 pounds!

**Extreme Accuracy:** ± 0.1 lbs.

**Body Mass Index:** BMI calculator

**MotionLock Technology:** Accurate weight even with an unsteady user.

**LB/KG Lockout:** Quickly change setup to disable LB/KG button so scale will only weigh in selected unit of measure.

**New CX7 Console:** Displays only the information you need - weight only or weight, height, and BMI.

**Versatile Console:** Mounting brackets (attached) allow positioning on wall or angled on tabletop.

- Displays weight, height, and BMI on a single screen
- EMR connectivity via serial output or optional wireless module
- ECO Weigh battery system provides 100,000 weighings per set of (4) D-cell alkaline batteries (included)
- 3-segment battery life indicator
- Large 1” LCD digits
- No AC outlet or recharging needed

**Platform Dimensions** ............ 16” x 18” x 1.75”
**System Weight** ................. 15 lbs.
**Weight Capacity** ............... 750 lbs. / 340 kg
**Resolution** ..................... 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
**Accuracy** ....................... ± 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
**Console Mounting** ............. Wall, table brackets (included)
**Power Source** .................. 4 D-cell alkaline batteries
**Connectivity** .................. USB Serial or optional wireless
**Warranty** ...................... 3 Years
Ultra-rugged design with no detectible flex underfoot! Oversized, rock-solid platform incorporates triple-walled extruded aluminum framework, full-perimeter tensile reinforcement. Alkaline battery allows use anywhere.

Oversized platform and high capacity offer an ideal scale for bariatric clinics.

FEATURES/SPECIFICATIONS

High capacity: Huge 1000 pound capacity.
Oversize Platform: For user safety and security.
Easy transport: Lightweight all-metal construction with built-in handle.
Versatile Console: Console stores underneath platform for portability. Mounting brackets (attached) allow positioning on wall or angled on tabletop.
MotionLock Technology: Accurate weight even with an unsteady user.
LB/KG Lockout: Quickly change setup to disable LB/KG button so scale will only weigh in selected unit of measure.

Platform Dimensions .......... 24" x 20" x 2"
System Weight ............... 25 lbs.
Weight Capacity ........... 1000 lbs. / 450 kg
Resolution .................... 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
Accuracy ....................... ± 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
Console Mounting .......... Wall, table brackets (included)
Power Source ................. 4 D-cell alkaline batteries
Connectivity ................. USB Serial or optional wireless
Warranty ...................... 3 Years

Manufactured by: Befour, Inc.

www.medicchoice.com | 1-800-488-8850
Neo-Natal Scale with 1 Gram Accuracy

Model SCAL20MC

Designed for daily and serial weighing of neonates and infants. Heavy-duty all-metal portable unit with a large removable acrylic cradle with length rule. A standard 1 gram accuracy and large 45 pound (20 kg.) capacity means this single scale can easily handle all infant care weighing needs. The accurate and repeatable readings are ideal for determining breast-feeding intake or urine output by diaper weighing.

Engineered for maximum mobility and safety, the scale has two large carrying handles. Six standard C-cell alkaline batteries (included) provide over 80,000 measurements with no outlet or recharging needed.

FEATURES/SPECIFICATIONS

1 gram resolution: Standard with this scale for extremely accurate weighing.

MotionLock Technology: Accurately calculates the weight of active babies.

No set-up required: Arrives fully assembled, just put in the batteries and it is ready to use.

LB/GM Lockout: Quickly change setup to disable LB/GM button so scale will only weigh in selected unit of measure.

SCAL20MC scale becomes a self-contained mobile weighing station when used with optional cart.

- Two 24”w x 18”d shelves with 1/4” safety lip.
- Lockable cabinet with built-in handle
- Four 4” casters (two locking)
- 200 pound capacity
- Rugged thermoplastic cart, painted steel cabinet
- Easy 10 minute assembly

Dimension with Handles … 26” x 16 1/2” x 7”
Acrylic Cradle Size ……….. 24” x 15” x 3”
System Weight …………. 27 lbs
Weight Capacity …………… 20,000 grams / 45 lbs.
Resolution ………………… 1 gram (to 10,000 grams)
5 grams (10,001 to 20,000 grams)
0.1 oz over entire range
Accuracy ………………… .± 1 gram (to 10,000 grams)
± 5 grams (10,001 to 20,000 grams)
± 0.1 oz over entire range
Power Source ………….. 6 C-cell alkaline batteries
Display ………………….. 1” LCD
Warranty ………………… 3 years

1 gram resolution for diaper weighing!
1 gram resolution for critical care neonates!

KG display option: User can also program scale to display KG (kilograms) instead of grams (i.e. above display would read 1.273 KG).
Convertible Chair Scale

Model SCAL38CH

Unique convertible design gives you two scales in one: a wide body chair scale and a handrail scale. Conversion takes only seconds and requires no tools. First-class seating with 3” padded seat bottom and 25” span between armrests. Easy mobility: simply tilt back and roll on heavy-duty wheels.

FEATURES/SPECIFICATIONS

- Extra Wide Chair: Accommodates larger individuals.
- Anti-Microbial Vinyl Covering: For easy cleaning.
- Fast Conversions: Requires seconds to convert to handrail scale mode.
- Slide-Out Footrest: For patient comfort.
- MotionLock Technology: Accurate weight even with an unsteady user.
- LB/KG Lockout: Quickly change setup to disable LB/KG button so scale will only weigh in selected unit of measure.

CX7 CONSOLE FEATURES:

- Displays weight, height, and BMI on a single screen
- EMR connectivity via serial output or optional wireless module
- ECO Weigh battery system provides 100,000 weighings per set of (4) D-cell alkaline batteries (included)
- 3-segment battery life indicator
- Large 1” LCD digits
- No AC outlet or recharging needed

Chair Scale Dimensions .......... 29”w x 27”d x 42”h
Span Between Armrests .......... 25”
Wheels ........................................ 3” wheels
System Weight ......................... 64 lbs.
Weight Capacity ...................... 500 lbs. / 220 kg
Resolution ......................... 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
Accuracy ......................... ± 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
Power Source ......................... 4 D-cell alkaline batteries
Connectivity ......................... USB Serial or optional wireless
Warranty .............................. 3 Years
**Tilt & Roll Wheelchair Scale with Handrail**

### Model SCAL45MC Single Ramp

Model SCAL45MC Single Ramp

This versatile scale can be used as a wheelchair, handrail, or chair scale. Single ramp can be mounted on either side, while the dual ramp version allows for pass-through weighing. The ramps also fold up for use as a stand-on scale.

The standard, integrated handrail can be grasped by patients while still providing an accurate measurement. The scale features Befour’s proprietary MotionLock Technology which automatically calculates the weight of the most unsteady patients. It’s alkaline battery power provides years of use and allows the scale to be used anywhere.

### FEATURES/SPECIFICATIONS

**Generous platform size:** 28” x 32” platform accommodates most wheelchairs.

**Integrated Handrail:** Patient’s weight is accurately calculated even when using the handrail.

**“Tilt & Roll” Design:** Always ready to move to another location.

**MotionLock Technology:** Accurate weight even with an unsteady user.

**LB/KG Lockout:** Quickly change setup to disable LB/KG button so scale will only weigh in selected unit of measure.

**Pivoting Console:** Pivots 320° for optimal viewing.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model SCAL45MC</th>
<th>Model SCAL46MC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scale Height</td>
<td>42”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform Dimensions</td>
<td>28” x 32” x 2”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramps</td>
<td>Single ramp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Weight</td>
<td>65 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight Capacity</td>
<td>1000 lbs. / 450 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>± 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Source</td>
<td>4 D-cell alkaline batteries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity</td>
<td>USB Serial or optional wireless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warranty</td>
<td>3 Years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To move, simply tilt the scale back on its large 4” wheels, roll to the new location and the scale is immediately ready for use. The scale fits through all standard doorways.
Folding Wheelchair Scales with Handrail

Model SCAL41MC Single Ramp Scale
Model SCAL42MC Dual Ramp Scale
Model SCAL49MC Extra Deep Dual Ramp Scale

These scales feature an oversized platform designed to accommodate today’s wide wheelchairs, and can be quickly folded and safely wheeled to a new location. Three versions are available: a single ramp model (SCAL41MC); a dual ramp model (SCAL42MC); and an extra-deep 41" dual ramp version (SCAL49MC) that allows even more room for the widest wheelchairs. The ramps fold up for use as a stand-on scale.

The heavy-duty integrated handrail is standard on all models and can be grasped by patients while still providing an accurate measurement. The display console is integrated into the handrail so that no wires are exposed, and it rotates for the best viewing angle. The stored tare function facilitates one-button retrieval and subtraction of a wheelchair weight to quickly determine patient’s net weight.

- Scale easily folds into a small footprint (32" x 12") that rolls on four wheels (two steerable). The folded scale is self-supporting for safe transport and storage, and will fit through all doorways.
- Shown: SCAL41MC with 32" x 34" platform and the SCAL49MC with 32" x 41" platform. (Ramps are in the folded position.)

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Scale Height**: 42" for all models.
- **Platform Dimensions**: SCAL41MC: 32" x 34" x 2"; SCAL42MC: 32" x 34" x 2"; SCAL49MC: 32" x 41" x 2".
- **Ramps**: Single ramp for SCAL41MC; Dual ramp for SCAL42MC; Dual ramp for SCAL49MC.
- **System Weight**: SCAL41MC: 87 lbs.; SCAL42MC: 87 lbs.; SCAL49MC: 100 lbs.
- **Weight Capacity**: 1000 lbs. / 450 kg for all models.
- **Resolution**: 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.) for all models.
- **Accuracy**: ± 0.1 lb. / 0.05 kg.) for all models.
- **Power Source**: 4 D-cell alkaline batteries for all models.
- **Connectivity**: Serial or optional wireless for all models.
- **Warranty**: 3 Years for all models.

**Features**

- **Integrated Handrail**: Patient’s weight is accurately calculated even when using the handrail.
- **Pivoting Console**: Pivots 320º for optimal viewing.
- **Folding Design**: Platform folds up to take less space.
- **Fully assembled**: Arrives ready to use.
- **MotionLock Technology**: Accurate weight even with an unsteady user.
- **LB/KG Lockout**: Quickly change setup to disable LB/KG button so scale will only weigh in selected unit of measure.

**CX7 CONSOLE FEATURES:**

- Displays weight, height, and BMI on a single screen
- EMR connectivity via serial output or optional wireless module
- ECO Weigh battery system provides 100,000 weighings per set of (4) D-cell alkaline batteries (included)
- 3-segment battery life indicator
- Large 1" LCD digits
- No AC outlet or recharging needed

www.medichoice.com | 1-800-488-8850

Manufactured by: Befour, Inc.

www.medichoice.com | 1-800-488-8850

Manufactured by: Befour, Inc.
Model **MX420**

**Adjustable Width Portable Wheelchair Scale**

An excellent choice for the facility that occasionally needs to weigh people in wheelchairs. The dual rails adjust in width to accommodate most wheelchairs. For mobile patients, the scale makes a convenient chair scale—simply place a chair on the rails and you are ready to weigh.

When folded for transport, the console securely attaches to the scale and the entire package can be stored in a corner of a closet.

Note: The MX420 is recommended for use on hard flooring surfaces only.

**FEATURES/SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Adjustable-width rails:** Conveniently slide to accommodate a variety of wheelchair widths.
- **Ergonomic folding design:** Folds in half for easy transport.
- **Battery powered:** Allows maximum portability.
- **MotionLock Technology:** Accurate weight even with an unsteady user.
- **LB/KG Lockout:** Quickly change setup to disable LB/KG button so scale will only weigh in selected unit of measure.

**CX7 CONSOLE FEATURES:**

- Displays weight, height, and BMI on a single screen
- EMR connectivity via serial output or optional wireless module
- ECO Weigh battery system provides 100,000 weighings per set of (4) D-cell alkaline batteries (included)
- 3-segment battery life indicator
- Large 1” LCD digits
- No AC outlet or recharging needed

---

**Befour products are made with pride in the USA!**

---

**Adjustable Dimensions**

- 31” x 16 ¾” adjusts to 35 ½”
- Rail Width: 3 ½”
- System Weight: 24 lbs.
- Weight Capacity: 750 lbs. / 340 kg
- Resolution: 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
- Accuracy: ± 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
- Power Source: 4 D-cell alkaline batteries
- Connectivity: USB Serial or optional wireless
- Warranty: 3 Years
Model MX700
In-Floor Wheelchair Scale with Handrail

The oversized platform is flush with the floor, eliminating the need for a ramp. For patients able to stand, the integrated handrail can be grasped and still provide an accurate measurement. MotionLock Technology automatically calculates the weight of even the most unsteady patient.

The standard model has the console mounted on the handrail and no external or floor wiring needed. Can also be custom-ordered with a wall mounted console.

FEATURES/SPECIFICATIONS
- Flush with flooring: No need for a ramp.
- Self-contained design: Platform, handrail, and display are integrated to lift out of the pit as a single unit with no wire routing through the floor or wall.
- Standard integrated handrail: Patient’s weight is accurately calculated even when using the handrail.
- Generous platform size: 32” x 50” platform accommodates all wheelchairs.
- Pivoting console: Pivots 320º for optimal viewing.
- MotionLock Technology: Accurate weight even with an unsteady user.
- Stainless steel: Platform cover and pit frame.
- Detailed pit instructions: To aid contractors.

Please Note: The MX700 scale is a custom order product that will require the customer to enlist the aid of a contractor for proper scale pit installation.
ABOUT BEFOUR
Befour, Inc. is proud to be an Owens & Minor MediChoice supplier and FOCUS partner for healthcare scales. Many of our scales featured in this catalog can also be found directly in your MediChoice catalog.

CONTACT INFORMATION
To order, please contact your Owens & Minor or MediChoice sales representative or call 1-800-488-8850 for more information.
You may also contact Befour at 1-800-367-7109 for technical information.